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Our Giant Earth Conscious Giveaway

For 2013, my resolution was to make our house a little "greener".  We don't eat all organic, wear
organic, recycle enough & have too many chemicals in our house. The thought of changing

everything at once seemed overwhelming & too expensive. I decided to start small & that every
little bit helps. As I started having a more earth conscious mind while shopping, cleaning, eating etc
I found it's not as hard as I thought (& less expensive then I thought too). Having this resolution &
new outlook has helped me find a lot of great companies that offer earth conscious products &

some easy DIY green ideas too. 
This week we'll be sharing some simple, fun ways to make your home more earth conscious. We

thought it would be good timing, with Earth Day just around the corner. We're kicking the week off
with a giant giveaway of 12 prizes, all from our favorite earth conscious companies. The list of

prizes is below, but check back throughout the week for more information on why we love each of
these products. 

Prizes (in order pictured): 
1. lil'fut: 1 pair of Toddler Moccasins in the color & size your choice

2. Little Green Pouch: 4 pack of pouches, brush & funnel
3. Charlie Banana: 1 reusable diaper & 1 reusable swim diaper 

4. Dolphin Organics: SPF 32 or SPF 50 sunscreen
5. Green Toys:  Build a Bouquet toy

6. Green Kid Crafts: 1 month subscription
7. Gnarly Whale: 3 lip balm pack

8. Conscious Box: 3 month subscription
9. Orange & Coco: personalized pacifier holder 

10. Little Nugget Noggins: $10 shop credit 
11. Anne Riggs Designs: Roll of reusable paper towels 

12. Under the Nile: Organic hooded towel & frog wash cloth set 

Good luck & happy "green" week!
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Two moms that are neighbors, friends, and
always busy chasing after little ones!
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